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Incy Wincy Spider
Driving In My Car

SING AND DRAW: 

Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
#1

Make a Glittering Snow Globe

Make a beautiful glittering globe with
a jam jar, water and glitter. If you
want to be more adventurous, stick
something to the inside of the lid
which then becomes the base when
you turn the jar upside down and the
glitter falls on the object.   

CAMPING UNDER
THE STARS

You could camp outside with your little one and watch
the night sky as the stars start to come out. Or you could
make a camp in the sitting room. If you have a blanket
or cloth with small holes in, you could use this for the
roof and when it gets dark hide underneath and see the
wall light shining through the holes like twinkling stars. 

Finger Puppets & Stick Puppets

A lovely song for using puppets and
if you sing our second verse (new
song out soon) you can add in a sun
and the moon.
"Twinkle twinkle little star, how I
wonder what you are.
When the sun has gone to bed, and I
rest my sleepy head
Then the moon begins to rise.
Lighting up the darkened skies."
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Colour a piece of card with
different wax crayons then
colour the whole card in
black wax crayon. This can
then be scratched with a    
 to make a twinkly star
picture

Twinkle Twinkle Little Star
#2

Make a Scratch Picture
Playing and Laughing Together

How about making a star jar. Choose three things
to do over the next week to collect stars in a jar.
To start off you can make the stars you are going
to collect. Things to do could be to tidy away your
toys every day, be kind to a sibling, wash your
hands before eating, draw a thank you picture...

A great song to introduce using the squirble and passing it
round to the beat. Pass it round as you sing this song and lift it
to the sky for 'above the world so high'.
Build on this teamwork by changing direction on repeating the
verse or even half way through. You can  also demonstrate
tempo by singing and passing it faster or slower.
Try also to bounce to a steady beat as you sing the song.

Singing with a Squirble/Scrunchie
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